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Hello:
I’m excited as conference time is right around the corner; that means the
weather is getting warmer and the number of school days left is getting smaller.
Last month our IAPT meeting was held at the Peoria Marriott Pere Marquette
hotel. I can tell you that the hotel has taken on some drastic cosmetic changes, yet still
resembles the old hotel. All of the guest rooms have been redone. This year you will
see a few tweaks to the conference, tech competition, and bus roadeo. Our awards will
be given out at a luncheon instead of the Presidents dinner at night. Also, the tech
competition and the roadeo will be held at the same time, so we are looking for volunteers to help judge either competition. The banquets for the roadeo and the tech competition have been combined bring together the two groups and create an exciting atmosphere.
The “Active Shooter” training will also be available for any driver that wishes
to attend on Thursday during the Roadeo. We do ask that drivers register in advance
so we know what size room we will need for the presentation.
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From Your President: Don West
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Active Shooter Training for School Bus
Drivers

I recently attended a conference in New York and met up with some fellow
IAPT members there. Both of the people I met with expressed how much they liked
networking at the IAPT conference to get to know their fellow transportation family.
With the extensive knowledge that directors in Illinois possess, I highly recommend
going to the conference just to share your knowledge and experience with them. It
never fails that I learn something new just by introducing myself to someone.
The round table with the State Agencies is also a must see. If you have a question
that has been bugging you all year but you
weren’t sure who to ask, this is the opportunity to ask it to all of the agencies at one
time. Someone there is sure to know the answer, or at least find it out for you.
I look forward to seeing you all in June!
Don West
President IAPT
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Advertisers
In this issue, our advertisers’ ads are located on the
following pages:

Conference

Midwest Transit ................................. Page 4, 11
Inland Power Group ............................ Page 9,18
John’s Paint and Body ........................... Page 21
Central States ......................................... Pages 6

Hi!

Radilink ................................................... Page 14
Now that everyone is in the home stretch, let’s wish
for a quick and safe end to the school year.

Transfinder .............................................. Page 13

Someone I know I will miss is Lucy Harding. Leave it
to Lucy to always be on top of anything happening in
school transportation.

Please patronize our advertisers. They are helping
us to encourage and promote the safety and
efficiency of pupil transportation in Illinois.

Even though we only run into one another on rare occasions, her email updates concerning our industry
will be missed. Thanks Lucy and Happy Retirement.
All of the events for June 2014 are available on the
website: ilapt.net

TIPS ARTICLES

Go there for your registrations for the conference,
trade show, roadeo and technicians workshop.

Please think about writing an article about some of the workshops you attend this year.
Please submit articles for TIPS to
share some of the things you
learned while attending the conference. Maybe something you
learned while networking with
your peers or at the trade show.

If you have any trouble downloading the information,
call me 708-258-9605 or email and I will forward
a .pdf to you as soon as I can.
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Here Are Your Conference Connections!!!!!
Conference Registration

Vendor Registration

Technicians Registration

Roadeo Registration
Contestant Letter
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http://www.dot.il.gov/BusInspection/default.aspx

Search School Bus Inspection

Welcome to the Illinois Department of Transportation's (IDOT) School
Bus Inspection Search website. The Department's goal is to offer
school bus inspection information to the public to enhance the Department's transportation safety mission. This website is part of IDOT's ongoing effort to provide information to the public. We appreciate your
interest in school bus inspection information.
IDOT's Division of Traffic Safety is responsible for regulating and overseeing both scheduled and nonscheduled school bus inspections
(roughly 60,000 are performed annually). Scheduled inspections are
conducted at approximately 250 Illinois Official Testing Stations located across the state of Illinois. Scheduled inspections are performed by Certified Safety Testers
who are employed at Illinois Official Testing Stations. In addition to these scheduled inspections, over
5,500 nonscheduled inspections are conducted by IDOT vehicle inspectors annually. Nonscheduled
or "unannounced" inspections are performed wherever a school bus may be stored or parked.
The School Bus Inspection Search provided on this website is designed to search by a specific
school bus license plate number and offer scheduled inspection information. The information displayed will indicate the last scheduled inspection that resulted in a Certificate of Safety being issued
to the school bus displaying that license plate on the day of that inspection. Certificates of Safety are
issued only after a school bus meets all of the prescribed inspection criteria established by the Department.
DISCLAIMER:
Information on this site is believed to be accurate but is "unofficial," as updates often involve
a time lag. Official documents are maintained at the Illinois Department of Transportation, Division of Traffic Safety. Should you have any questions concerning the results displayed,
please contact the Division of Traffic Safety, Vehicle Inspection Unit at (217) 782-7089.
Enter License Plate Number, then press the Search Icon

How many of you knew this existed? Thanks again to Lucy Harding!!!!
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Getting Good at Getting Along
Leadership Solutions “Walk the Talk”
Many people say that the best relationships are those that are 50-50. It’s a nice idea, but it often falls short
in real life. People hold onto resentments – waiting for the other person to “see the light.” People insist that
others take their share of responsibility when an issue comes up: “I’ve done my part; now it’s their turn.”
The problem is, you might be waiting a very long time if you always insist that relationships (and their problems) be 50-50 propositions.
If you’re really serious about getting good at getting along with others, here’s an idea that can transform
your life: Instead of expecting people to meet you 50-50, try making it 100-0. You take on the entire responsibility for making the relationship work, and don’t worry about whether the other person is doing their part!
Yes, it’s a somewhat radical idea. But if you’re up to really having amazing relationships at work – and in
your personal life – this will do it. You’ll never again feel that you’re at the mercy of someone else. You’ll
never feel like a victim of another’s actions or inactions.
Here’s how it works …
 Assume that the other person is a given. “He is who he is.” “This is her personality – she isn’t going to
change.” Just accept the person exactly as they are – and exactly as they aren’t. This is who you’ve got to
work with.
 Ask yourself, How can I change my words or actions when I deal with this person? You don’t have to
change your whole personality – you’re just going to use different language and behaviors when dealing
with this person.
 Try out new behaviors and new ways of conversing with your “problem person.” See what works and do
more of it. If something doesn’t work, stop doing it.
 Learn from others. Watch others who have excellent interpersonal relationships and learn from them. If
you want good relationships like those, mimic them.
When there’s a problem, take ownership of it. As long as someone else is the problem, you’re powerless.
But if YOU own the problem, then YOU can own and control the solution.
Job Type: Administrative
Middleton Cross Plains School District
Position: Transportation Services Coordinator
Posting Date: May 7, 2014
Closing Date: May 27, 2014
Starting Date: July 1, 2014
Employment Terms:
Full-time; 261 Day Contract
Start Date: July 2014
For Full Job Description and Qualifications: Click Here
Applicants should attach/upload the following items to their WECAN application:
* Cover Letter
* Resume
* Copy of Applicable Certifications
Salary commensurate with experience (salary range is $75,000-$85,000)
Location: Transportation Center
JOB SUMMARY:
The Transportation Services Manager has the responsibility of managing, supervising and overseeing the operations of the
MCPASD transportation services department including the safe and efficient transportation of the District’s students following
established policies & procedures, local, state & federal laws/regulations and transportation maintenance & repair; coordinates
transportation-related activities/services with other District departments and outside agencies.
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Mike Slife reports taking a large number of questions on the MFSAB since assuming
his new position at the State Board of Education
Entities that use MFSABs to transport pupils in grades 9-12 for curricular activities must ensure that liability
insurance policies issued or renewed January 1, 2013 shall carry a minimum amount of $2,000,000 combined
single limit per accident [625 ILCS 5/12-707.01] effective August 24, 2012.
A multifunction school activity bus cannot be used to transport pupils in grades 8 or below for any official
school activity (i.e. regular route, curricular or co-curricular trips). They may only be used for interscholastic
athletic or other interscholastic or school-sponsored activities that do not require pupil participation as part of
the pupils’ regular credit schedule and the required five clock hours of instruction. Mileage is not allowed on
the Annual Pupil Transportation Reimbursement Claim; however, depreciation is permitted.
Licensure The proper licensure of all drivers of Second Division vehicles (i.e. 11 persons or more including the
driver) for pupil transportation is dictated by the activity, the grade level and the manufactured capacity of the
Second Division vehicle being driven. Any driver of a school bus transporting pre-primary, primary or secondary school pupils must have a properly classified Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) with a “P” passenger
and “S” school bus endorsement [625 ILCS 5/6-104(d); 5/6-508(c-2)].
Activity – Curricular ——-Grade Level – 12 or less
Vehicle – Yellow School Bus carrying 16 or more passengers
License – School Bus Driver Permit (CDL)
Activity – Curricular ——--Grade Level – 9 - 12
Vehicle – MFSAB carrying 15 passengers or less
License - School Bus Driver Permit (CDL) or
Restricted School Bus Driver Permit (non-CDL)
Activity – Curricular———Grade Level – 9-12
Vehicle – MFSAB carrying 16 passengers or more
License – School Bus Driver Permit (CDL)

Activity – Non Curricular — Grade Level – 12 or less
Vehicle – Yellow School Bus carrying 16 or more passengers
License – School Bus Driver Permit (CDL)
Continued on page 14
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2009

IAPT Officer Elections
The election of officers will take place at the Annual Meeting on Tuesday afternoon at the Conference.
Currently we have the following: Secretary——-Nancy Popp
Treasurer——Joanne Brewer
Northern—— Dallas Pieper
Central——---Larry Martinez
Southern——-Bob Long
If you are interested in running for any of the open positions, please contact Nancy Popp so that your
name
can be put
on SERthe ballot.
Manufacturer:
TRUCK
VICES, INC.

Mfr's Report Date: FEB 15, 2011

Your participation makes us stronger!
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National School Bus Illegal Passing Survey continued from page 10
2. Encourage all drivers to complete and turn in the form EVEN IF THERE ARE NO
VIOLATIONS TO REPORT.
3. Please enter your information directly into the NASDPTS survey link at:
(https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/2014LOCALStopArmsSurvey )

If you cannot open the attached files, please contact me by email or call me at 217782-5256 if you have any
questions or comments about this important initiative. Thank you for helping Illinois remain one of the leaders
in student transportation safety.
Illegal Passing Driver Reporting Form
Illegal Passing Summary Tool (Spreadsheet)

NHTSA
The National Highway Safety Administration has published a final rule to amend FMVSS 111 to require vehicles weighing less than 10,000 pounds GVWR, including some Type A 1 SRW school buses in that weight
category to be equipped with rear-view cameras by May 1, 2018.
The new rule changes the title of FMVSS 111 from “Rearview Mirrors” to “Rear Visibility” and expands the
field of view too include a 10-by –20 foot zone directly behind the vehicle.
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A Different Kind of Vendor Show!!!!
I was fortunate to be invited to participate in the School Bus Summit held in Austin, Texas from
April 28 to April 30, 2014.
The event was produced by Gallo Media with an outside of the box take on how vendors relate to prospective clients. The attendees who were invited attended free of charge. There were 66 transportation providers from across the country in attendance. There were approximately 45 vendors who took part.
The venue was breathtaking. The Horseshoe Resort which sits on Lake LBJ about 1 1/2 hours west of
Austin was the location.
You were greeted by Michael Gallo and his staff as you arrived for a check in at the resort. After allowing time for every on to get settled there was a brief orientation to go over the agenda for the next day and
a half.
Attendees and the vendor sponsors were then shuttled to the Yacht Club on Lake LBJ for a dinner on
the patio. Seating was assigned to provide introduction and conversation between vendors and attendees.
On the following morning, you were assigned a table group based on a pre conference survey that was
filled out by attendees. Discussion topics ranged from Recruiting and Training Drivers to Transportations
Role in the School District.
Following these sessions, attendees were divided into groups for presentation by various vendors on
their products. Each vendor had about twenty minutes to present an overview of their companies and products or services. A great barbecue dinner ended the day.
The following morning began with breakfast and was followed by attendees having individual sessions with vendors chosen again by the pre-conference survey that was filled out by attendees.
I enjoyed the program layout not only for the wonderful setting and great food and companionship
but, also for the little closer look at some of the products and their sales people. I found the chance to meet
with vendors in the relaxed and comfortable social setting very pleasant. For me it was interesting to know a
little more about the sales people and the companies they represent. I think this may be something for the
future. I happened to speak with a vendor who thought the value they were receiving for their investment
was well worth it.
Thanks to Mike Gallo, Katie Sieracki, Stuart Aizenberg, Eric and the rest of the Gallo staff.
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MFSAB’s continued from page 7…….
Activity – Non Curricular ——-Grade Level – 12 or less
Vehicle – MFSAB carrying 15 passengers or less 6
License – Valid drivers’ license
Activity – Non Curricular ——- Grade Level – 12 or less
Vehicle – MFSAB carrying 16 passengers or more
License – Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) with a “P” passenger
endorsement
ADDITIONAL FACTS • It is illegal for a school district or non-public school to purchase, lease or use
a passenger/cargo van manufactured to carry 11–15 passengers to transport students for any reason ; •
School districts or non-public schools could be held liable in a lawsuit for knowingly using the 11-15
passenger/cargo van that does not conform to the federal motor vehicle safety standards for vehicles
used by or for a school district when used to transport pupils for any reason.
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The 2013 Annual Training for School Bus Driver Instructors required
by Section 1.515 of the 23 Illinois Administrative Code will be held
at the following locations:
Monday, June 16, 2014
Woodruff Career and Technical Center
1800 NE Perry
Peoria, Il 61603

Monday, June 23, 2014
Peotone High School
605 W North St.
Peotone, Il 60468

Monday, June 30, 2014
Effingham High School
1301 W Grove
Effingham, Il 62401

All School Bus Driver Training Instructors must attend one of the trainings held this summer to be certified for
the 2014-15 School Year. The tentative training agenda will be as follows:

8:00 – 8:30 a.m. Registration
8:30 – 8:45 a.m. Opening remarks, Update on New Laws/Issues
8:45 – 10:00 a.m. How we train in the classroom
10:00 – 10:15 a.m. Break
10:15 – 11:30 a.m. Aggressive Driving
11:30 – 12:30 p.m. Working lunch with 2 training videos
12:30 – 1:45 p.m. Special Needs
1:45–2:00 p.m. Break
2:00-3:00 p.m. School Bus Evacuations
3:00 p.m. End of Annual Instructor’s Training

Please
Note !
Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation
Barb Rizzo, Executive Director
PO Box 1027
Peotone, IL 60468
Phone: 224-637-6984
email@ilapt.net
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Everybody speeds. Everybody at some point feels
rushed and pushes up over the limit. It’s even socially
accepted to speed; everyone does it and the police always give a bit of latitude before ticketing. But what’s
the big hurry?
Q: Do you speed? Why?
Answers could be:

justifications.
Q: So everyone speeds and has their reasons, but can you think of any reasons to
NOT speed?
Tailgate Tips:
sumption.

 If you get used to going the speed limit and it feels normal, when you are in a hurry,
you may go a bit faster, but if you are already speeding, you will go MUCH faster if you
are in a hurry.
to go WAY faster to really save time, and that’s just too risky.

Practical Challenge:

Can you drive the speed limit? For the next week, target the speed limit and if there is
no real reason (like fast flowing traffic) to go over, just drive the limit (or slower if conditions are poor).
Driving at the speed limit will feel REALLY SLOW at first, if you are normally 10 or 15
over, because you have become accustomed to these higher speeds as normal. Once
you drive the limit for a while though, this resets your internal speedometer and the
limits start to feel just fine. If you go over a bit when you are in hurry, this will now satisfy the need to feel like you are going faster.
Can you do it? Drive the speed limit for a week. I dare you!
Get everyone together in a week or so and talk about how this challenge was?
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TIPS

Imperfect action
is better than
perfect inaction.

Please submit items for TIPS
by the 5th of each month to:
Barb Rizzo
Executive Director, IAPT
PO Box 1027
Peotone, IL 60468

~Harry Truman

TIPS is designed, developed
and published for the benefit
of its membership. Original
articles may not be republished without the express
written consent of IAPT.

Email: email@ilapt.net (preferred)
Tel: 224-637-6984
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